
Chapter 10
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Operational Amplifiers



DC-Offset Parameters

Input offset voltage

Input offset current

Input offset voltage and input offset current

Input bias current

Even when the input voltage is zero, an op-amp can have an output 

offset. The following can cause this offset:

Since the user may connect the amplifier circuit for various gain 

and polarity operations, this output offset voltage is important.



Input Offset Voltage (VIO)

The spec. sheet of an op-amp indicates an input offset voltage (VIO).

To determine the effect of this input voltage on the output, consider the

connection shown below
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Input Offset Voltage (VIO)



Input Offset Voltage (VIO)



Input Offset Current (IIO)

The input offset current (IIO) is specified in the specifications for an op-amp

If there is a difference between the dc bias currents generated by the same 

applied input, this also causes an output offset voltage:



Input Offset Current (IIO)

The input offset current (IIO) is specified in the specifications for an op-amp

If there is a difference between the dc bias currents generated by the same 

applied input, this also causes an output offset voltage:

Replace the bias currents through the input 

resistors by the voltage drop that each develops



Input Offset Current (IIO)

Use superposition

The compensating resistance RC is usually approximately equal to R1

→



Input Offset Current (IIO)

Example:

Calculate the offset voltage for the circuit for op-amp specification listing 

IIO = 100 nA



Input Offset Current (IIO)

Example:

Calculate the offset voltage for the circuit for op-amp specification listing 

IIO = 100 nA



Total Offset Due to VIO and IIO

Op-amps may have an output offset voltage due to VIO

and IIO. The total output offset voltage equals the sum of 

the effects of both:
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Total Offset Due to VIO and IIO



Total Offset Due to VIO and IIO



Input Bias Current (IIB)

A parameter that is related to input offset current (IIO) is called 

input bias current (IIB)

The input bias currents are calculated using:

The total input bias current is the average of the 

two:
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Input Bias Current (IIB)



Input Bias Current (IIB)



Frequency Parameters

An op-amp is a wide-bandwidth amplifier. The 

following factors affect the bandwidth of the op-

amp:

Gain

Slew rate



Gain and Bandwidth

The op-amp’s high 

frequency response is 

limited by its internal 

circuitry. The plot shown 

is for an open loop gain 

(AOL or AVD). This means 

that the op-amp is 

operating at the highest 

possible gain with no 

feedback resistor.

In the open loop mode, an op-amp has a narrow bandwidth. The 

bandwidth widens in closed-loop mode, but the gain is lower.



Gain and Bandwidth

• Low frequency open loop gain 

listed by the manufacturer’s

specification as AVD (voltage 

differential gain)

• As the frequency increases, 

gain drops off until it finally 

reaches the value of 1 (unity). 

• The frequency at this gain 

value is specified by the 

manufacturer as the unity-

gain bandwidth, B1

• Another frequency of interest is that at which the gain drops by 3 dB (or to 

0.707 the dc gain, AVD)

• This is the cutoff frequency of the op-amp, fC. 

• The unity-gain frequency and cutoff frequency are related by

unity-gain frequency may also be 

called the gain–bandwidth product
→



Slew Rate (SR)

Slew rate (SR):  The maximum rate at which an 

op-amp can change output without distortion.

The SR rating is listed in the specification sheets 

as the V/s rating.
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Maximum Signal Frequency

Slew rate determines the highest frequency of the op-amp without distortion.
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For a sinusoidal signal of general form

To prevent distortion at the output, the rate of change must be less than slew rate



Maximum Signal Frequency



Maximum Signal Frequency



General Op-Amp Specifications

Other op-amp ratings found on specification 

sheets are:

Absolute Ratings

Electrical Characteristics



Absolute Ratings

These are 

common 

maximum ratings 

for the op-amp.



Electrical Characteristics

Note: These ratings are for specific circuit conditions, and they often 

include minimum, maximum and typical values.



Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMMR)

One rating that is unique to op-amps is CMRR or common-mode 

rejection ratio.

Because the op-amp has two inputs that are opposite in phase 

(inverting input and the non-inverting input) any signal that is 

common to both inputs will be cancelled. 

Op-amp CMRR is a measure of the ability to cancel out common-

mode signals.



Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMMR)



Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMMR)



Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMMR)



Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMMR)



Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMMR)



Op-Amp Applications - Multiple Stage Gains

When a number of stages are connected in series, the overall gain is the 

product of the individual stage gains



Op-Amp Applications - Multiple Stage Gains

When a number of stages are connected in series, the overall gain is the 

product of the individual stage gains



Op-Amp Applications - Multiple Stage Gains

A number of op-amp stages could also be used to provide separate gains

Example: Design a circuit usng op-amps to provide outputs that are 10, 

20, and 50 times larger than the input. Use a feedback resistor of Rf = 500 

kΩ in all stages.



Op-Amp Applications - Multiple Stage Gains

A number of op-amp stages could also be used to provide separate gains

Example: Design a circuit usng op-amps to provide outputs that are 10, 

20, and 50 times larger than the input. Use a feedback resistor of Rf = 500 

kΩ in all stages.



Op-Amp Applications - Multiple Stage Gains



Op-Amp Applications

Calculate the output voltage for the circuit below. The inputs are

V1 = 50 sin(1000 t) mV and V2 =10 sin(3000 t) mV.



Op-Amp Applications - Voltage Summing

Calculate the output voltage for the circuit below. The inputs are

V1 = 50 sin(1000 t) mV and V2 =10 sin(3000 t) mV.



Op-Amp Applications

Determine the output for the circuit of figure below with components

Rf = 1 MΩ, R1 = 100 kΩ, R2 = 50 kΩ, and R3 = 500 kΩ.



Op-Amp Applications - Voltage Subtraction

Determine the output for the circuit of figure below with components

Rf = 1 MΩ, R1 = 100 kΩ, R2 = 50 kΩ, and R3 = 500 kΩ.



Op-Amp Applications - Voltmeter

Figure below shows a 741 op-amp used as the basic amplifier in a dc millivoltmeter

The amplifier provides a meter with high input impedance



Op-Amp Applications - Voltmeter

Figure below shows a 741 op-amp used as the basic amplifier in a dc millivoltmeter

The amplifier provides a meter with high input impedance



Multiple Stage Gains – Lamp Driver

• Figure shows an op-amp circuit that drives a lamp display

• When the noninverting input goes above the inverting input, the output at 

terminal 1 goes to the positive saturation level (near 5 V in this example) 

• Then lamp is driven “on” when transistor Q1 conducts

• Output of the op-amp provides 

30 mA current to transistor Q1

• Q1 drives 600 mA through a 

suitably selected transistor 

(with β ≥ 20)



Multiple Stage Gains – LED Driver

• Figure shows an op-amp circuit that drives LED display

• Op-amp circuit supplies 20 mA to drive an LED display when the noninverting 

input goes positive compared to the inverting input.



Instrumentation Amplifier



Instrumentation Amplifier

Negative feedback of the upper-left op-amp causes voltage at point 1 to be V1

Likewise, the voltage at point 2 (bottom of Rgain) is held to a value equal to V2

Hence, a voltage drop across Rgain equal to the difference between V1 and V2. 

This causes a current through Rgain, 

Same amount of current must be going through the two “R” resistors

This produces a voltage drop between points 3 and 4 equal to:



Instrumentation Amplifier
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Instrumentation Amplifier



Instrumentation Amplifier


